[Preliminary study of new imaging agent, 99mTc-Rituximab, for sentinel lymph node biopsy of primary breast cancer].
To study the feasibility and effects of new imaging agent, 99mTc-Rituximab, for sentinel lymph nodes biopsy (SLNB) of primary breast cancer. SLNB were performed in eighty-five primary breast cancer patients using 99mTc-Rituximab combined with patent blue. Metastases in sentinel lymph nodes were detected with routine pathologic and immunohistochemistry method. The successful rate of SLNB using combining method of 99mTc-Rituximab and patent blue was 96% (82/85). Thirty cases of SLN (37%, 30/82) were metastasis positive, including twenty-four positive cases by HE staining and six by immunohistochemistry method. SLN was the only metastasis lymph nodes in 18/30 cases. One case has false negative SLN metastasis. The sensitivity and accuracy of SLNB were 97% (30/31) and 99% (81/82). The specificity was 100% (51/51). The false negative rate was 3% (1/30) and the negative predictive value was 98% (51/52). The positive predictive value was 100% (31/31). Internal mammary sentinel lymph node lymphoscintigraphy was positive in eleven cases but all of them were confirmed metastases negative by pathologic examination. 99mTc-Rituximab, as a new imaging agent, can keep SLN imaging durable and can make SLNB more convenient. Through primary clinical manifestation, higher sensitivity and accuracy could obtained by combining method of 99mTc-Rituximab and patent blue for SLNB of primary breast cancer.